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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

1 The abstracts should be rewritten as the context of the abstract did not show main 

results of the study as it was described in the context  2. In table 2 and table 3, it should 

be presented at odds ratio rather than 2 by 2 column.   3. In table 5, although the 

authors did not have information of pain score before and after treatment but it should 

be clarified that when authors call successful pain reduction. Moreover it is unfair to 

conclude clinical result at the end after study without showing information that how 

long the patient had been followed up before the clinical results were concluded. In fact 

definition of success should be clearly clarified such as successful pain reduction with or 

without stent in place, what the definition of no recurrent is? etc. Authors stated that 

median follow up time was 15 months.   4. In table 6 the super script might be wrong 

please clarify. Please clarify in the description of the table what is the procedural 

definition.   5. In table 6, 7, it should be presented as odds ratio instead of two by two 
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

This is a retrospective study discussing the efficacy of endoscopic therapy in chronic 

pancreatitis. Overall the study is well written.Results are clear and to the point.   Major 

concern: The tone of the study is over enthusiastic. The notion that almost 100% of 

patients had some improvement with endoscopic therapy is not consistent with 

published data. Authors did not do any objective assessment of pain control. This has to 

be stated clearly in the discussion as a major limitation  minor concerns abstract says: 

"Pain disappeared completely in 52 patients (49.52%) and improved in 53 patients 

(50.48%)(P < 0.001) during follow-up." This is in contradiction with the discussion where 

it mentioned only 80% response rate for pain. 
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COMMENTS TO AUTHORS 

Literature includes really a lot of similar studies concerning the efficacy of endotherapy 

in redecution of pain in patients with chronic pancreatitis. Despite this I hold the view 

that the paper sent for a review is designed well enough, is conducted on a large group 

of patients and describes the new approach to the position of endotherapy in treatment 

of patients suffering from chronic pancreatisis. I find this paper worth to be published, 

but only after fixing:  - there is a great discrepancy between the data from from the 

abstract and the main text of manuscript  - the discussion should include wider 

description how the paper contributes to the current literature in order to prove that the 

paper is no derivate   - the conclusion should be stated more clearly  - the tables in the 

paper are not compatible with the main text of the manuscript. 


